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Main Elements
This page highlights the most important elements of The Kremich Surge, an ominous reach with a grim 
reputation. The rest of this section delves into more detail.

Crashing Waves of Branch and Limb
The waves of the Kremich are much more unpredictable and dangerous than other areas of the Wildsea. The 
thrash heaves and roils at the best of times, and at its worst it can become a churning wall of green death. Sailors 
who frequent the reach must learn to weather such unstable conditions or else have their ship smashed to pieces 
and sucked into the Drown. Crews might encounter...
◊ A sudden rootquake that sends the waves into an unexpected frenzy.
◊ The sonorous groan of ironroots shifting far below.
◊ The sharp scent of sap from recently-broken branches deep in the Tangle.

That Which Hungers
Something dwells beneath the waves of the Kremich Surge; something vast, powerful, and deeply malign. Known 
as That Which Hungers, it is greatly feared by all who live in the reach and its influence can be felt in every aspect 
of life here. Crews might encounter...
◊ A ripple of waves as something colossal travels beneath the ship.
◊ An inarticulate roar of terrifying volume from deep beneath the canopy.
◊ A feeling of dread, as if the ship is suddenly the focus of something huge, unseen, and definitely hostile.

Ritual and Superstition
Life in the Kremich is dangerous and grim, and those that call it their home layer their lives with strange rituals 
and superstitions in the hopes of avoiding the wrath of That Which Hungers. Crews might encounter...
◊ One of the countless brutal rituals practiced by the locals.
◊ A dirgelike chant drifting over the waves from an unseen ship.
◊ The smell of spilled blood and pungent incense, drifting on the wind.

Drifting Reefs
Countless ships have been lost to the hazards of the reach, but their wrecks seldom vanish forever. The strange 
currents of the Kremich often dredge wreckage of all kinds from the Sink, collecting it into reefs that breach the 
Tangle with surprising regularity. Although filled with dangers, these reefs can contain precious treasures for 
those daring enough to brave them. Crews might encounter...
◊ An ancient wreck covered in shambling corpseblooms.
◊ The sounds of wrecker-pirates arguing over a newly emerged reef.
◊ The bitter tang of crezzerin-soaked timbers.

Wood Breaks, Stone Endures
Ridgeback communities are far more common in the Kremich than those on spits and tallshanks. It is a common 
belief that only solid stone offers the stability needed to survive the storms and rootquakes of the reach. These 
settlements are crowded, labyrinthine affairs with narrow streets cast into shadow by the dwellings overhanging 
them. Crews might encounter…
◊ A crowded port on a small island, packed with suspicious locals.
◊ The clamour of crowds and busy markets.
◊ The rank smell of closely-packed houses and unwashed inhabitants.
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Weeping Strait (Territory)
Popular Pastime: Scrimshawing
Preferred Charm Material: Thrice-blessed riftstalker ivory

The influence of That Which Hungers is powerful in the Weeping Strait. The waves crash and howl with unusual 
violence, and even the most resolute wildsailor may find their thoughts turning dark and bitter while navigating 
the strait. The people that call this region home are even more insular and superstitious than usual for the reach, 
and live in awe and fear of the presence beneath the eaves.

The Hunger (Horror)
Some nebulous quality of the Weeping Strait turns wildsailors to violence and other darker drives if they spend too 
long out on the waves. The longer a crew spends here, the more likely it is that one or more of their number will 
succumb. Mires dealing with hunger, anger, or death are much more likely to increase here.

The Needle (Landmark)
A great pillar of storm-weathered stone, carved by the Ravenous priests into an intricate totem meant to honour 
That Which Hungers. The various bas-reliefs depict scenes of bloodshed, feasting and torment. Macabre offerings 
to the godling festoon the pillar, swinging in the wind. Stories tell that stone chipped from the Needle has interesting 
properties. Pity anyone caught trying to obtain such a blasphemous sample.

The Stormyard (Territory)
Popular Insult: Inkless
Average Length of Alliance: Six sunsets

Home to the capricious Bone Picker wrecker clans, 
the Stormyard is an expansive area of storm-wracked 
branch and leaf. While That Which Hungers has 
undeniable influence on the territory, the constant 
skirmishes of the wrecker-pirates are more of a day-
to-day concern for both residents and travellers. 
The Stormyard sees a significant number of visitors 
from outside of the reach due to the abundance of 
interesting salvage for trade.

Gyrecrest (Landmark)
Towering over the waves, this ancient mountain 
is used as a navigational landmark by many 
sailors. Sprawling up the side of the mountain is 
Spiteharbour, one of the largest settlements in the 
reach, home of the most powerful wrecker clans in 
the region. The locals claim that as long as the shadow 
of Gyrecrest touches your ship, the storms will not. As to 
whether the pirates will leave you alone is another matter.

Shifting Loyalties (Feature)
The numerous clans of the wrecker pirates seem to 
exist in a constant flux of peace and hostility. These 
rivalries are complex and nuanced, all determined by 
their elaborate system of honour, rights, and worth.
Outsiders may find themselves suddenly embroiled in a 
deadly conflict or chaotic party without warning.

Ghost Ships (Hazard)
Sometimes a ship will appear on the waves; damaged, 
decrepit, and its deck empty of crew but somehow 
maintaining a course. Considered ill omens of the 
highest degree, the locals avoid them at all costs. Even 
when a wildsailor can communicate with them, the spirits 
that crew these foreboding vessels are strangely taciturn 
about what it is they are searching for.
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      Local Rumours
 ◊ The Bone Pickers are allying into two opposing 

blocs - one that supports the Palemask, the 
other that wishes to see the title dissolved.

 ◊ The Bringer of Gifts won’t sink because the        
wildsea rejects something hidden deep in the 
hold of the ship.

 ◊ Riftstalkers are actually parasites that fall from 
the hide of That Which Hungers.

 ◊ An outsider can become the leader of a wrecker 
clan if they offer the correct tribute and swear 
the right oaths.

 ◊ For every empty village in Orin’s Knell a  shadow 
exists in the Sink below, populated by things 
which wear the skins of those who vanished.

 ◊ If you pay the Ravenous priests to carve your       
name onto the Needle your ship will weather 
any storm, provided you anoint the hull with 
your blood each voyage.

 ◊ One day a storm will come that will cause        
Sorrow Peak to sing its full song, and on that day 
That Which Hungers will rise.

Orin’s Knell (Territory)
Ill Omen: A hexhawk’s shadow passing across a sailor 
on first watch
Scribbled Warnings Found In: Chthonic, Highvin

A graveyard of old wrecks and empty settlements, 
Orin’s Knell is a place of ominous quiet and strange 
ruins. There is a chill to the air of this region, 
something that causes sailors to look over their 
shoulders and grip their weapons tight. People who 
settle here often move on surprisingly soon, and it 
is not unknown for entire communities to vanish 
overnight. Regardless of the forlorn nature of the 
region, sailors can often find a wealth of salvage here.

The Bringer of Gifts (Landmark)
The wreck of a huge cargo ship that sprawls across a 
series of stone reefs and refuses the gnawing attempts 
of the Kremich to draw it down into the depths. Home 
to countless horrors and untold amounts of valuable 
booty, the wreck is a popular source of tales and 
rumours. The signs of countless previous expeditions can 
be found in the wreck. None seem to have made it further 
than the lower gun deck.

Sorrow Peak (Wonder)
A small island hollowed out by devout hands long 
dead, Sorrow Peak moans a sombre dirge when the 
wind blows through its cunningly-carved tunnels. 
Some say they can hear words of Highvin in its song.
It is wise not to tarry too long near Sorrow Peak, especially 
if a storm is brewing. Certainly don’t think about climbing 
up to the small temple rumoured to stand at its apex.

“I don’t like the look of this.” Said 
Hepel, her scattergun tracking for 

possible targets.
Keira was inclined to agree. 

When they’d encountered the 
drifting wreck it’d seemed a 

golden opportunity but now she 
was beginning to regret coming 

aboard. The wrecker looked at the 
long gouges in the ironwood deck 

and the splintered mess where 
the cargo crane had torn free of 

its moorings, shivering in the chill 
evening breeze as she did.

Dark stains led their way to the 
forward hatch, below decks. Keira 
fancied she could hear something 

stirring down there, something 
leathery and dry.

“Salvage be damned,” she 
whispered to Hepel, “Let’s get back 

to the ship.”
Behind them something hauled its 

way onto the deck from below.
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This is where the map goes!
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Spiteharbour (Port)
Local Delicacy: Slaughtermelon kimchi 
Preferred Weapon: Serrated boot-dagger

Spiteharbour could be seen as the capital of the 
Kremich Surge. Sprawling across the lower slopes 
of Gyrecrest, it is a densely populated settlement 
known for its winding, dangerous streets and bustling 
markets. With all manner of drinking dens, gambling 
parlours and back-street knife-duels, some say more 
wildsailors lose their lives here than on the waves.

The Salvage Markets (Feature)
At the center of Spiteharbour lie the salvage markets; 
a series of interconnected plazas covered by swathes 
of canvas awnings. The markets are raucous and 
frenetic, with hawkers crying their wares, traders 
arguing prices, and pickpockets plying their trade.
Anyone can set up a stall in the salvage markets, provided 
they can find space, and as long as they pay a share of 
their profits to the bailiffs.

Edible Things (Eatery)
Edible Things is a tavern popular with wildsailors and 
locals alike for its strange but hearty cuisine. Found 
overlooking the docks, the tavern is a good place to 
pick up rumours and jobs. More than one infamous 
voyage has begun here amid the steam and sounds 
of eating. Potzanpans, the tzelicrae char that runs the 
tavern, is always looking for rare specimens to cook, 
and is more than willing to trade whispers in return for 
something particularly interesting.

Canary Duty (Threat)
Some scavenger crews use slaves called canaries to 
explore potentially-hazardous wrecks, rather than 
risk their own lives. While some crews purchase these 
slaves in the salvage markets, an equal number prefer 
to press-gang hapless sailors and unfortunate citizens 
instead. On dark or foggy nights, the wise know to 
keep away from the dock back-alleys in order to avoid 
‘canary duty’. Canaries rarely survive more than a few 
voyages; being press-ganged is nigh-on a death sentence.

Grind (Port)
Local Custom: Checking for spiders before you sit
Popular Game: Eight-card pickup

There is a mournful quality to the air in Grind. Two in every three houses stand empty and cold, and the people 
who live here are quiet and watchful. Few remain in the port for long, both visitors and settlers tend to move on 
with surprising regularity. Despite this, it has remained one of the few continuously-inhabited settlements in the 
region. Although disquieting, the port can provide a welcome respite from the harrowing effects of the territory.

Grind is known for its significant population of Tzelicrae, who seem more resistant to the strange effects of the 
region than others. Many of the empty houses are strung with fine webs, and spiders of various shapes and sizes 
are a common sight.

The Ghost Coterie (Leader)
The three faceless, robed, and silent tzelicrae known as the Ghost Coterie have ruled Grind for almost as long as 
anyone can remember. Communicating their orders in Old Hand and written proclamations, they are known to be 
fair and wise rulers, if a little mysterious. But then, who’s to begrudge a good leader a little eccentricity? Even more 
enigmatic than regular Tzelicrae, the Ghosts seem to know far more about the region’s secrets than they let on.

Songra’s Place (Workshop)
A stone’s throw from the docks, the simply-named Songra’s Place is an extensive workshop owned by the 
towering Ektus that is it’s namesake. Songra is a skilled engineer and also sells supplies needed to keep a ship 
running. Songra is a font of knowledge, if you can get her talking. She has a particular fondness for strong drink.

The Souk (Market)
A wide stone-flagged plaza hung with faded canvas, the stalls of the souk are quiet, but there is a surprising 
wealth of goods here. Business is conducted with curious solemnity, bargaining in whispers rather than shouts 
and with very little haggling. If you find a bargain in the souk, it’s advisable to buy it. The stall might not be there when 
you return, and few will remember it ever having been there.

The Grind (Feature)
Grind is named for the constant background noise the island emits, a low rumble felt in the bones. Something in 
the vibrations appeals to Tzelicrae, and the port attracts more of the spider-kin than any other bloodline. Non-
tzelicrae are divided on the sound; some can find it off-putting, whereas others say it is oddly soothing. What 
makes this noise? Something deep beneath the island? None of those who have gone looking have ever returned.
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Bitter Massing (Port)
Current Circus Champion: Kari Bladesong
Spice of Choice: Paprika

Perched at the edge of the Weeping Strait, Bitter 
Massing is a port known for its strange temples and 
cruel festivals. The majority of those who live here 
follow the teachings of the Ravenous cult, and so ritual 
and fear are ever present in everyday life. While some 
may choose to avoid Bitter Massing due to its grim 
reputation, there is no denying that it is a useful port 
to restock and repair after facing the hazards of the 
rest of the reach.

Chabris Krin (Leader)
Cruel and devout, Chabris is an anchored ardent who 
underwent the Walk of Blades, died, and returned. 
Absolved of her sins by death, Chabris enjoys the 
support of the Ravenous Priests and metes out 
suffering generously. In her eyes, pain is something 
everyone must endure in order to fully understand the 
Wildsea. The tyrant-queen’s anchor is one of her own 
wrist bones, polished to an ivory gleam and etched with a 
record of the crime which dictated her death.

Feast of Lebrit (Festival)
Held twice each year, once on the longest day and 
again on the longest night, the Feast is a decadent 
celebration of survival in the face of all odds. Streets 
are hung with scarlet banners and scattered with 
poppy petals. Communal meals are served in the town 
plazas, and all are welcome to eat as much as they like. 
Come night, the streets are lit with red lanterns and 
music fills their air. Once you take a seat you must eat 
everything you put on your plate, and you must never ask 
where the food comes from.

The Circus (Feature)
A circular arena of leviathan bone and reef-iron found 
at the center of the port, the circus hosts all manner 
of duels, contests and executions, to the delight of 
the braying crowds. With betting encouraged, it is 
a good place to earn some money and dispose of 
the unwanted. Fighters place great stock in having a 
fearsome moniker, to the extent they will pay to possess a 
particular title.

Quiet Wound (Horror)
On the far side of the port is a cleft known as the Quiet 
Wound. This strange ravine cleaves deep into the 
rust-red rock that Bitter Massing sits on, and exudes 
a silent, menacing presence that drives away most 
visitors. On some nights, at the dark of the moon, 
the Wound bleeds a thick, dark ichor that burns like 
crezzerin and brings dreams of horror and regret. The 
Ravenous priests consider the Wound to be a holy site and 
guard it with particular fervour.
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Principles
It’s doubtful the Bone Pickers would ever write 
down their code of honour; it changes too often. 
However, the core principles are constant:

 ◊ You are only worth as much as what you can 
seize with both hands.

 ◊ A promise is binding, but words can be cunning.
 ◊ Honour your debts, remember your deeds.

Quick NPCs
 ◊ Dachean Brex (Ardent): Captain of a small ship, 

Dachean is garrulous, boisterous and fond of 
rum. She’s a devil with a jagserry when push 
comes to shove.

 ◊ Korkandel Ohmuthan (Ektus): An elderly ektus 
ink-wright, Korkandel’s green hide is covered 
in years of marks of worth. He uses his own 
needles to ink other’s skin.

 ◊ Akaeran Kir (Ardent): A young purser charged 
with selling his ship’s cargo of salvage. Quick-
witted and sharp-tongued, Akearan isn’t the 
most pleasant of people to deal with.

Story Hooks
 ◊ After discovering a wreck, the crew are accused 

of claim-jumping by a nefarious band of Bone 
Pickers.

 ◊ A survivor pulled from the Wildsea begs for 
shelter from the Bone Pickers that claim she is 
their legitimate salvage.

 ◊ A young Bone Picker offers a split of the profits 
if the crew help him claim his first salvage.

 ◊ Two Bone Picker clans ask the crew to settle a 
dispute of who found a cache of supplies first.

 ◊ An ink-wright charges the crew with the solemn 
duty of obtaining her some more tattoo needles.

 ◊ A ship appears on the horizon: Bone Pickers who 
have decided the crew and their ship are their 
next salvage.

The Bone Pickers (Faction)
Home Turf: The Stormyard
Motivation: Profit from the reefs and rocks

A significant influence across the waves of the 
Stormyard, the Bone Pickers are a large family of 
wreck-scavenging pirate clans. With an elaborate 
code of honour based around salvage, the rights to 
it, and who found it, the pirates can be profitable but 
dangerous to deal with.

Palemask (Leader)
The leader of the clans is named for the mask of pale 
bone which accompanies the post. The title and mask 
may be taken by whoever can defeat the previous 
owner, by any means. The current Palemask, a gau, 
is known for their brutal approach to putting down 
insurrections, something that has earned them some 
powerful enemies within the clans.

Marks of Worth (Feature)
A Bone Picker’s honour, salvage and deeds are 
recorded on their skins in detailed tattoos written in 
Lyre-Bite. Young pirates may have only a few lines 
trailing across their arm or chest, but old timers are 
covered in years of crawling script. Asking a Bone 
Picker to relate their deeds can yield some interesting, or 
horrifying, stories.

Ink-Wrights (Feature)
The tattooist-priests of the Bone Pickers are highly 
respected. They alone may inscribe marks of worth 
on members of the wrecker clans, or enact the terrible 
punishment of Crossing Out. Ink-wrights are renowned 
for the adherence to the code of the Bone Pickers; they 
hold significant authority among the clans.

Crossed-Out (Punishment)
A Bone Picker who breaks their code is Crossed Out. 
Their tattoos are erased, they are fitted with a collar 
of reef-iron, and they are cast out. Once so marked 
every word they speak becomes a lie, and honour 
burns them like fire. Bone Pickers avoid Crossed Out, 
simultaneously terrified of and disgusted by them.
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Principles
The Ravenous cleave to their laws, which can be 
found written in books of curious pale leather.

 ◊ The community must endure, despite the cost.
 ◊ Some must suffer, so that the rest may live.
 ◊ Pain is a sign of life - it should be welcomed.
 ◊ Something claimed by the waves must not be 

taken back.

Quick NPCs
 ◊ Wareck Ozir (Ardent): A devout butcher who 

earnestly follows the teachings of the cult. He is 
always happy to buy fresh meat from sailors. All 
his teeth are filed to points.

 ◊ Firfan Bor (Gau): A quiet and severe senior 
priest charged with the leadership of a small 
community. Firfan dresses in rust-red robes 
hung with fine barbed chains that jingle 
musically as she walks.

 ◊ Cratizoa (Tzelicrae): A loyal warden charged 
with ensuring outsiders do not stray too far into 
their settlement.

Story Hooks
 ◊ Bug-flares burst above the ship; looks like 

you’ve sailed into an area sacred to the cult and 
now they’re upset.

 ◊ The crew arrive at port just in time to witness 
the bloody climax of a strange festival.

 ◊ A bandage-wrapped heretic on the Walk of 
Blades asks for a ride to the next port.

 ◊ The crew are asked to transport food to a 
settlement for a feast. The boxes whimper.

 ◊ The crew arrive in port to find the settlement 
empty, the cobbles still wet with blood.

 ◊ A red-robed priest asks for passage. Each night 
she throws something into the thrash.

The Ravenous (Faction)
Home Turf: The Weeping Strait
Motivation: To satiate That Which Hungers

Even more isolationist and grim than the usual 
inhabitants of the Surge, Ravenous are ridgeback 
worshippers of That Which Hungers. Practitioners of 
strange traditions, they believe that the dark godling 
which lurks beneath the waves of the Kremich must 
be appeased with regular sacrifices. Wildsailors should 
exercise caution when dealing with the Ravenous for, 
while they are welcoming of trade, if offended they 
can become implacable enemies.

The Carmine Harvest (Festival)
Somewhere at the heart of every Ravenous settlement 
is a small red-painted chapel, the doors of which 
remain closed until nightfall on holy days. On those 
days a lottery is held, with every member of the 
settlement taking part. Whoever is selected enters the 
chapel alone, never to be seen again. Where do those 
chosen to enter the chapels go? The doors do not open 
again until the next festival.

The Walk of Blades (Horror)
Ravenous who break their own codes are sentenced 
to death by the Walk of Blades, a self-inflicted 
punishment. Such penitents wander the reach, leaving 
scraps of themselves at each port until nothing 
remains. The arrival of one of these bandage-wrapped 
exiles in port is an ill-omen, yet no one would dare ask 
them to leave.

Sharp-Toothed Smiles (Feature)
Despite their strange ways and dark rituals, the 
Ravenous are welcoming of outsiders. Due to the 
isolation of their settlements trade is vital to them and 
they are cautious to avoid upsetting potential traders. 
However, crews that violate their customs will face 
their wrath, and sometimes they neglect to inform 
visitors of exactly which customs they follow. Never 
take food from a Ravenous priest without offering them 
something in return.
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Trade Goods & Cargo
Driftwood (export): There is no shortage of broken driftwood in the reach.
Reef Iron (export): The scavenger clans of the Kremich sell an incredible amount of reef iron, harvested from the 
wrecks.
Superstitious Curios (export): The strange fetishes and idols crafted by the people of the reach are surprisingly 
popular with wildsailors as lucky charms.
Preserved Food (import): The unpredictable waves of the reach make bird-fishing and insect-hunting 
dangerous, so salted and pickled foods are always popular.
Ships (import): There are very few shipyards in the reach, so new ships must be brought in from outside. Hard-
wearing vessels are especially appreciated.
Exotic Ink (import): The Ink-wrights of the Bone Pickers are always interested in new inks to use in their tattoos.

Watch Results (Peace)
6: The waves surge and roar, but the sound is  
      soothing.
5: Branches rake the hull, insects spiral into the air.
4: Distant chants echo from passing ships, 
      mournful and haunting.
3: A series of poles rise from the thrash hung with 
      scarlet ribbons that trail in the wind.
2: You pass an ancient wreck wreathed in vines and 
      long picked clean.
1: Reefs here are carved with leering faces and 
     ancient prayers.

Watch Results (Order)
6: A skiff of wreckers pulls alongside, offering 
     salvage and stories for trade.
5: A trade ship travelling between colonies with 
      supplies, suspicious of outsiders.
4: A priest stands on a small outcropping of stone, 
      exhorting loudly.
3: Several wrecker clans are bickering over a newly-
      emerged reef.
2: An encounter with a red-bannered ship crewed 
      by voracious cannibals.
1: A ship crewed by Crossed Out marauders howls 
      across the waves.

Watch Results (Nature)
6: A wreck surfaces from the thrash just ahead of 
      the ship, its deck littered with bones.
5: A rootquake drives the waves into chaos.
4: Something vast travels beneath the ship, leaving 
      the waves heaving in its wake.
3: A sudden storm descends on the ship, almost 
      seeming alive in its fury.
2: The crushing scrutiny of That Which Hungers 
      bears down on the ship. 
1: A Hungering Rift opens in the waves, sucking 
      down everything it can.

Passengers
A devout young couple seeking passage away from 
Orin’s Knell. Both are haunted by strange dreams that 
leave them patrolling the deck at night.

An old priest, her eyes dulled with the years of 
sacrifices she has witnessed. She offers good money to 
be taken to the Needle.

A brash and animated wrecker who claims to be 
looking for his shipmates but spends a lot of time 
looking over his shoulder. Of course his tattoos are 
real, why do you ask?

A tzelicrae weighed down under a backpack filled with 
sharp knives. They plan to sell them to the Ravenous 
for their rituals.

Two red-robed pilgrims that silently offer payment 
and proffer a note asking to be taken to a distant 
settlement.

A masked individual in heavy robes, with charms and 
amulets hung around their neck. They speak a strange 
dialect of chthonic, and keep very much to themselves.

Endemic Hazards
Corpseblooms, parasitic vines which grow around 
corpses, turning them into macabre puppets to hunt 
down yet more victims.

Crossed Out Marauders with nothing left of their 
honour, they see everything as potential salvage: 
ships and crew alike.

Riftstalkers, eerie predators that prey on anything 
stranded at the edges of rifts. 

Manticrows with the Storm Herald quirk, baleful 
heralds of an incoming storm.

Titanic Ironjaw Rays, nurtured by some aspect of the 
Kremich to huge size.

Hungry Rifts, living rifts driven by malevolent 
intelligence.

FIREFLY RESOURCES
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Riftstalkers (Medium Dimensional Horror)
Eerie predators that drift like mist around the edges of rifts in the canopy. Focus 
seems to slide off these creatures, leaving most sailors at a loss to describe them. 
Most can agree on an impression of a cadaverous build, long powerful limbs, and far 
too many teeth. Once encountered, a riftstalker will follow its prey across the reach. 
Use a riftstalker if you want your crew to face an implacable, disturbing hunter.

Presence
Sight: A shadow half-glimpsed at the edge of the deck. A smoky pelt the colour 

of dead wood.
Sound:  Mournful howls at once far away and just behind you.
Smell:  The acrid scent of burning hair and broken reality.
Taste:  Consuming the pale, acerbic flesh can grant prophetic dreams. 

Resources
Specimens: Riftstalker Ivory, A Many-edged Tooth
Whispers:     Entropic Hunters

Aspects
The Memory of Teeth: Riftstalkers attack in a blur of impossible fangs, dealing CQ 
Keen damage.
Relentless Hunters: Once one of these creatures has a particular scent, it can track 
its target unerringly wherever it goes.
Ill Omen: Encountering a riftstalker can leave a sailor ill luck for days afterwards.

Quirks
Many Limbed: This riftstalker seems to possess numerous legs, allowing it to bound 
incredible distances and even outrun some ships.
Baleful Howl: Throwing back its angular head, the riftstalker unleashes a terrible 
howl that deals LR Salt damage.
Unstable: Some riftstalkers seem particularly unfastened from reality, flickering 
from point to point it staccato flashes.

Corpseblooms (Medium Plant Horror)
Corpseblooms are parasitic vines which grow through and around corpses, turning 
them into macabre puppets to hunt down yet more victims. A corpsebloom is a 
mass of fibrous green vines twisted through the ribcage, around the bony limbs, 
and bursting out of the skull of its host. Bright purple and fuchsia blossoms dot the 
vines, twisting in the direction of heat and movement like the heads of snakes. Use 
corpseblooms if you want your crew to face a horde or macabre opponents.

Presence
Sight: Scraps of bone wreathed in dead vines.
Sound:  The creak of old bones and the rustle of leaves.
Smell:  A sweet smell of corruption, undercut with the tang of fresh sap.
Sound:  The vines are bitter and foul, but the nectar of the flowers is sweet.

Resources
Specimens: Corpsebloom Petals, Tough Vines
Whispers:     Death is not the End

Aspects
Dead and Durable: Thanks to the dead flesh they puppet, corpseblooms are 
incredibly hard to kill, giving them resistance to Keen, Spike and Blunt damage.
Sense Blossoms: Corpseblooms see heat and movement, making hiding from them 
very difficult.
Unfeeling Fists: Corpseblooms use their heavy fists to smash their targets, dealing 
CQ Blunt damage.

Quirks
Burning Nectar: The blossoms of this vine can spit corrosive nectar, dealing LR Acid 
damage.
Charnel Pile: Rather than a single corpse, this vine inhabits a mass of ancient flesh, 
allowing it to grow to an incredible size.
Rending Thorns: Long talon-like thorns give this corpsebloom a deadly advantage, 
allowing it to deal CQ Keen or Spike damage.


